
. 
 

 

                           Derek Lopez      Grade1 G/K                            Double sided “6 favorite Character” organizer 
 
Teacher Reply. Derek, what a great idea to contain all your online learning supplies in an organizer. You upcycled 6 plastic 
bottles and a cardboard box and gave them a new purpose. Each bottle is identified with one of 6 of your favorite characters 
making it easier to sort and find what you need quickly. Nice job completing, photographing and emailing your finished work.  
 

 
 



 
 

Franklin Romero   Grade 3P.                                                                                                        Upcycled collection of useful and beautiful ideas. 

 
Teacher reply: Franklin, this is absolutely fabulous!  You designed 6 different examples of what you can do with a resource like cardboard, plastic, 

wood and your own  imagination.  After these products served their original purpose you found a new way to use them. Thank you for identifying 

each one. Which project is your favorite and why? Store it safely over the summer and maybe we will get an opportunity to display it at school next 

year!  



 
Julian Mendoza H3 

Teacher reply: I love the title of your work. I look forward to a few more images and your artist statement explaining what it is that you made. 

 Make sure you get that in by your due date. Looking good so far Julian! 

 



 

                            Johnsley Paul     Grade 5 A/V   
Teacher reply:  Awesome miniature animal sculptures! Do you know what Claymation is?  Great characters, they reminded me of a very simple 
Claymation short I recently saw called Baby Snake  Claymation is a method of animation in which clay figures are filmed using stop motion 
photography. Maybe you could develop a story line for your characters, design a flip book and translate into stop motion video using with your 
smart phone.  Watch the artist use a white board, expo marker and music to tell a well-developed and funny story.  Here is the homemade video 
short I am referring to. Baby Snake https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOP15Ep4gPU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOP15Ep4gPU


 
                                                                  Parameshwar Arjune A/V 5                       
 
 Teacher reply: Good job finding just the right size and shape boxes and representational objects to give your robot human 
like proportions. Art homework: Draw a 2D picture of your robot adding more details you couldn’t add to your 3D image.  
Extra credit Challenge: make your robot model freestanding (balance it and make it  less likely to fall apart while standing). 
 
 



 
                                                                            Alvin Romero    Grade 2W.                                Paddle ball game  
 

 Student wrote: Hi Ms. Chester this is Alvin, and this is my Upcycled toy. My cousin helped me make it. It is game where 

you have a ball and you see how many times bounce it off this paddle.” Teacher reply: Alvin, your project and picture are 

awesome and no doubt you had a great time collaborating with your cousin. I was wondering do you think your project is going 

to last long made of cardboard. Can you imagine a stronger material that the paddle could be made out of or a lighter material 

that the ball could be made out of to make your game last longer? Great photograph demonstrating how you might play with 

this toy. Do you know how to send a video of you using it? If so, I would love to see that! 
 



 
 
                                                        James Antonio   3/P                                                                                          Pencil sharpener 
 
Nice design James, this is a very useful idea! Is the sharpener sturdy enough to sharpen lots of pencils?  What other useful designs can you create at 
home by repurposing and reusing items you already have in your home? Beautiful photograph of your design. Thank you for sharing your work with 
me. 


